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The young ragamuffins

TITLE

The young ragamuffins.

PUBLISHED

London : David Bogue, [1857].  
London : George Routledge & Co., [1858].  

SERIES

Funny books for boys and girls : 5 
Routledge's one shilling toy and funny books : 9 

PRICE

1s. 

AUTHOR

Bogue, David (publisher)  

NOTES

Listed in William Kent and Co.'s catalogue of July 1857, 25 (nos. 1-4 as published, nos. 5-7 as
in the press) 

ADVERTISEMENTS

Literary Gazette (November 7, 1857), 1074: "To the list of stock and copyright [...] sold by
Messrs Southgate and Barrett [...] we may add [...] Funny books for boys and girls, printed in
colours. Small 4to. Vol. 1, containing Struwwelpeter, Good-for-nothing boys and girls,
Troublesome children, King Nutcracker and Poor Reinhold. Vol. 2 (unpublished), containing
5000 copies, Little minxes, quires – 5000 copies, Young ragamuffins, quires – Lazy bones,
not printed but the blocks engraved and text composed, 530£" 

COPIES

BL: 12807.f.31. (described as: "No. 5 of a series called “Funny Books.”"; not analysed) 
NYPL: KH 1857 Young 13-279 (described as: "In binding (color printed pictorial paper
boards) for "Little Minxes". London : G. Routledge & Co. (Funny books)"; not analysed) 
PUL-CCL: 91365 (described as: "Title and Bogue imprint from t.p.; Routledge imprint and
series from upper cover; printer from lower cover; "Funny books, One shilling"--At head of
title on upper wrapper. Publisher's advertisement on lower cover for New Juvenile
Publications lists 31 numbered Routledge's New Two-Shilling Present or Gift-Books, 8
Routledge's Two-and-Sixpenny Reward or Gift-Books, and 10 Routledge's Eighteenpenny
Juveniles. Full-page, hand-colored wood-engravings with printed text set within text boxes
on each page; engravings are the same as in the later Routledge, Warne & Routledge ed.,
which has no t.p. (cf. Cotsen 40893), but the text layout is different. "Ex Opie Collection"--
Inked red stamp on front pastedown. "Matilda Willa - - (?), from dear Papa, 11 April, '68--
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Pencil inscription free endpaper. Pub. yellow paper-covered bds., with pictorial upper
printed in red, green, and & black, which repeats t.p. ill., and publisher's advertisement on
lower; red leather spine strip."; not analysed) 
TPL-OsC: P YOU (inside sheets from David Bougue, bound in newly printed covers with
George Routledge and Co.'s imprint; analysed through digital reproductions (foliation in
blanks is probably not correct); Digital copy) 
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